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Schlumberger Information Solutions (SIS), an operating unit of Schlumberger Oilfield Services, is the global industry leader for the supply of integrated business solutions comprised of information management capabilities, advanced software systems, information technology infrastructure, and a complete range of expert services.

Oil and gas companies need to achieve a step-improvement in their business results and an enhanced profile in the financial and human resources sectors. To do this, they must embrace the fundamental transformations of the iEconomy – combining their specific energy industry knowledge and market position with innovative technologies, adaptive infrastructures, and new business models.

SIS is their preferred iTransformation partner, thanks to its unique vision of a worldwide service infrastructure, an ongoing commitment to advanced technology R&D, its investment in people, an unequalled breadth and depth of expertise in E&P disciplines, and its global network of expert knowledge.

SIS Global Stats
- 4,000 people
- 85 nationalities
- 65 offices around the world
- 10 data management centers
- More than 200 products & services
- Schlumberger has most extensive private intranet in world

SIS Product & Service Groups
- GeoQuest Software Applications
  - GeoQuest Reservoir Software, Merak Value Software, Baker Jardine Production Software
- Information & Data Management
  - GeoQuest Data Management Software, Data Hosting & Management Services, Knowledge Management …
- Expert Services
  - DCS Data Interpretation and Integration, Various E&P Consulting Groups, Training, Support…
- Information Technology - IT
  - Delivered by dedicated teams from Schlumberger Network Solutions (SNS) & SchlumbergerSema
- Branded Solutions
  - IndigoPool, DecisionPoint, LiveQuest, NExT, iCenter….

Continued on next page.
SIS Offering Hierarchy

- Business Workflows
  - The Smart Field
  - Production & Reservoir Optimization
  - Global Data Access
  - The Living Business Plan
  - The Knowledge Network
  - The Collaborative Marketplace

- Branded Solutions
  - IndigoPool – asset and data e-marketplace technology
  - DecisionPoint – business information portals
  - iCenter – corporate visualization
  - LiveQuest – ASP services
  - NExT – training and e-learning

- Product Suites & Integrated Services
  - GeoFrame
  - ECLIPSE
  - Drilling Office
  - Production
  - Merak
  - Information & Data Management
  - Knowledge Management & Collaboration
  - Integrated Reservoir Studies

- Products
  A comprehensive range of over 175 products including IESX, Charisma, SeisClass, FloGrid, RockCell, FrontSim, WellTest, PowerPlan, WellTRAK, CoilCADE, GeoViz, FieldView, OFM, Peep, Capital Planning, VOLTS, Decision Tree, Finder, MindShare, iContact...

- Services
  Includes Workflow Analysis, Data Interpretation Consulting, Data Management Services, Content Management, Knowledge Management Services, Integration Services, Custom Software Development, Training, e-Learning, Customer Support Services, Client Services Desk...

SNS & SchlumbergerSema
- IT Consulting
- Systems Integration
- Managed Services
- Applications

Schlumberger Network Solutions (SNS)
- DeXa suite of services includes Networking, Security, IT Operations and Mobile Services.

www.sis.slb.com
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